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Advisor Corner

We hope you enjoy our
newsletter. Please e mail any
topics you would like us to cover
in future newsletters.  Feel free to
contact your Horwitz & Assoc.
advisor and make sure to visit
with them often. We welcome
your referrals.  Please share our
newsletter with your family &
friends.

2012 Market Performance
01-01-12 to 7-31-12
DJIA ^DJI  Up 6.48%
S&P 500 ^GSPC Up 9.68%
NASDAQ ^IXIC  Up 12.83%
Russell 2000 ^ RUT Up 6.21%
* Index performance is gross of
fees
Source: http://finance.yahoo.com

Member FINRA MSRB SiPC

Join us on Facebook at
facebook.com/horwitzandassocia
tes

Retirement Income Sources

Concerns about shortfalls in traditional retirement
income sources like Social Security and pension plans
have caused people to expect to rely more heavily on
personal savings to fund their retirement. The graph
illustrates that while only 50% of current retirees
utilize their personal savings for retirement income,
65% of current workers anticipate personal savings to
play a role during retirement. Further, 73% of workers
expect to receive retirement income from an employer-
sponsored retirement savings plan, while only 51% of
those already retired actually receive income from such
a source.

It may be a good idea to plan for a diminished reliance
on Social Security or a pension plan. Whatever extra
funds you save by taking this more conservative view
will make retirement all the more enjoyable.

Edward and Gerald Horwitz

ed@Horwitzco.com
(800)-882-1208
www.Horwitzco.com
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Mixed Income

Fixed-income performance reversals are common: It is
extremely difficult to predict which category of bonds
will be the best or worst performer in any given year.
The performance of any fixed-income investment can
have drastic periodic changes. Investors could
potentially diminish their returns by attempting to
follow last year’s winner.

Furthermore, investors who have an asset allocation
policy consisting of different asset classes such as
stocks and bonds may still not be diversified.
Therefore, branching out within each asset class may
further lessen overall portfolio risk.

Diversified bond funds might alleviate portfolio
volatility: The image illustrates the performance of
various fixed-income instruments in relation to one
another from 2002 to 2011. The data shows it is
impossible to predict the winners for any given year.
For example, high-yield corporate bonds were the
worst performers in 2007 and 2008, but rose to
become the best-performing investment in 2009 and
2010. While aggregate bonds have never been the top
performer in any of the years examined, their
performance has remained fairly consistent, with
minimal swings when compared with other categories
such as long-term and international bonds.

It can be beneficial to hold a fund that is diversified
across several types of bonds. This might reduce
portfolio risk while allowing for more consistent
performance over time.

Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
This is for illustrative purposes only and not indicative
of any investment. Diversification does not eliminate
the risk of experiencing investment losses.
Government bonds and Treasury bills are guaranteed
by the full faith and credit of the United States
government as to the timely payment of principal and
interest. With corporate bonds, an investor is a
creditor of the corporation and the bond is subject to
default risk. High-yield corporate bonds exhibit
significantly more risk of default than investment
grade corporate bonds. Municipal bonds may be
subject to the alternative minimum tax (AMT) and
state and local taxes, and federal taxes would apply to

any capital gains distributions. International bonds are
not guaranteed. International investments involve
special risks such as fluctuations in currency, foreign
taxation, economic and political risks, and differences
in accounting and financial standards.
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How to Read a Prospectus

Mutual funds are required by law to provide
significant (or “material”) information to investors in
the form of a prospectus. A prospectus is a legal
document describing the history, organization,
management, operations, performance, and costs of a
mutual fund.

Since legal jargon can make prospectuses difficult to
understand, here is a list of important points an
investor should keep in mind while reading a
prospectus. It is strongly recommended that potential
investors read and understand the prospectus before
investing.

1. The document—how to obtain one: Mutual fund
companies will mail you a prospectus for free. You can
also contact the fund company by phone. Moreover,
most companies now provide prospectuses on their
websites—look for a section titled “Fund Documents”
or “Literature.”

2. Investment objective/goals: This will probably be
the first section you see right after the title. It
describes, in one sentence, what the fund does and
what it wants to achieve. For example, “The fund
seeks long-term capital appreciation,” or “The fund’s
goal is to provide attractive total returns on an after-
tax basis.” Understand, however, there is absolutely no
guarantee that the fund will meet its objective.

3. Investment strategy: The strategy section will tell
you what the fund invests in and how it invests in
order to achieve its objective. Statements like: “The
fund invests at least 80% of assets in equities,” “The
fund invests a minimum of 50% of assets in bonds”
should give you an idea of where the fund places your
money. Again, keep in mind that “a minimum of 50%”
can mean 50% as well as 90%.

4. Risks: All mutual funds carry a certain amount of
risk and you may lose money by investing. This
section will describe in detail what kind of risks the
fund will expose you to: market risk, large/mid/small
company risk, interest-rate risk, credit risk, derivatives
risk, liquidity risk, the list is endless. In summary, be
prepared for all types of risk.

5. Historical performance: Here you will usually see a
chart depicting the fund’s past returns. The
representation of performance in these graphs can vary
greatly (monthly, annually, since inception), and it is
important to know how a fund has performed in the
past, but use these numbers wisely. It is even more
important to remember that past performance does
not guarantee future results.

6. Fees and expenses: These are what the fund charges
you to manage your money. Funds may or may not
have front or deferred sales charges (commonly known
as loads) and redemption fees. However, most funds
have operating expenses, as well as management and
administrative fees. Consider that no matter if your
investment grows or declines, you will still have to pay
these fees.

7. Share classes: A mutual fund might offer multiple
share classes: different purchase options (into the same
fund) with different investment minimums and fee
structures. Common types of share classes can be
designated by letters (A, B, C), or classified as R
(Retail) or I (Institutional). The share class you choose
to invest in will determine what fees you will pay.

In addition, the prospectus will tell you the name of
the fund manager(s)—they are the ones who make all
the important decisions about when and how to invest
the fund’s assets. Some funds have a minimum
investment requirement ($5,000, $10,000, and so on),
which is something you also have to take into
consideration. Other important details include how to
open an account with the fund, how to buy and sell
shares and how to contact someone for help, if needed.

The investment return and principal value of mutual
funds will fluctuate and shares, when sold, may be
worth more or less than their original cost. Investing
in any mutual fund always involves risk of loss.
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Find the Right Stock/Bond Mix for
College Savings

When it comes to selecting specific investments for a
college portfolio, asset allocation is every bit as crucial,
if not more so, than it is for retirement savers. Retirees
can delay retirement or work part-time longer if their
retirement portfolios come up short. Most young
people, on the other hand, want to go to college right
after high school, making the target date for a college
fund much more specific. (The target date is the
approximate date when investors plan to start
withdrawing their money for college.) As it takes most
students only four to five years to get through college,
a college fund's drop in value during high school or
early college years can be catastrophic. The principal
value of such funds is not guaranteed at any time,
including at the target date.

A healthy share of the assets flowing into 529 plans is
now directed toward age-based options. Much like
target-date mutual funds, age-based options contain a
mix of stocks, bonds, and cash, and grow progressively

more conservative as your child nears college age. But
it's important to conduct due diligence on an age-
based plan beforehand. And if your 529 plan's age-
based options are dramatically out of whack with
industry averages, that's a red flag to look for another
529 plan, create your own age-appropriate portfolio
using individual funds, or supplement the age-based
plan with individual stock, bond, or cash holdings.

Government bonds and Treasury bills are guaranteed
by the full faith and credit of the U.S. government as
to the timely payment of principal and interest, while
stocks are not guaranteed and have been more volatile
than bonds. Diversification does not eliminate the risk
of experiencing investment losses. 529 plans are tax-
deferred college savings vehicles. Any unqualified
distribution of earnings will be subject to ordinary
income tax and subject to a 10% federal penalty tax.
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Horwitz & Associates, Inc. as well as Morningstar.  While the information contained in this newsletter relies on sources believed to be reliable, accuracy cannot be guaranteed.  Unless otherwise noted,
all information and opinions are as of the date of transmittal, and are subject to change without notice.  This newsletter is intended for general informational purposes only and it does not discuss all
aspects that may apply to your situation.  Please consult with a qualified professional.  Horwitz & Associates, Inc. is a registered investment advisor with the appropriate regulatory authorities.  For
additional details on the services that Horwitz & Associates, Inc. offers, we encourage you to also review Parts 2A and 2B of our Form ADV, which is provided on request.  For details on the selection
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